Wiesow Management LLC kicked off 2018 with amazing new strategic
partnerships and plans for the next half of the year!
Wiesow - We know, farming hemp is a big investment and your time is at a premium and so are
the costs. We know, Purchasing Hemp in an unstructured commodities market is challenging
and risky. Receiving what you pay for is crucial to profits. The effort demanded to source
genetics to final by-products, with terms that safeguard the integrity of your investment, can be
frustrating and extremely time consuming. With that understanding and premise Wiesow sought
out farmers and companies that shared the same vision, and we are here to help Seed to Shelf!
Wiesow Seed to Shelf support begins with seed and an understanding of how important
genetics are. In January of this year Wiesow partnered with Tree of Life Seeds a fellow HIA
member, to provide high CBD genetics Cherry Wine to the west coast and expanding across the
country as more states set their legal regulations in place. Working in conjunction with each
states regulatory bodies and Tree of Life Seeds we have been able to provide many farmers
across the country with a 17% - 25% CBD producing cultivar. We work supportively with the
farmer to maintain a great crop as well as ensure the brand integrity of Cherry Wine for its
developers, and creators Tree of Life Seeds.
One such farm partnership was announced in April when Wiesow began a collaborative
partnership with Omega Hemp Company. Omega Hemp Company is a Nevada LLC located in
Las Vegas. Omega Hemp Company and is setting a new standard in hemp cultivation as well as
providing American Veteran cultivated fields. (Omega Hemp Company is a subsidiary of Omega
Paradigm Inc., also owned by Chris Girard.) Wiesow sourced & brokered Tree of Life Seeds
(the developer of) Cherry Wine Industrial Hemp seed for Omega Hemp Company, the largest
Industrial (CBD producing) Hemp Farm in Nevada. The new acquisition of seed will be used to
plant over 500 acres of Cherry Wine Hemp.
Announced in May is the addition of Wiesow Fly – Farm Drone Mapping as a service for
partners and others to create efficiency and more data for higher ROI and better yields YoY.
Opportunities for promotional videos for farms, as well as previewing land before purchasing.
Beth van Elswyk received her Part 107 FAA compliance and is currently working with partners to
expand this new service throughout 2018 with the knowledge that drone mapping will be a vital
and necessary tool by 2019.
Additionally, in May Wiesow partnered with an experienced retail expert Ian Wilson. With a
network from regional US markets to National and International, Ian has over 20 years of
experience in retail product placement from buyer to executive level. His depth and
understanding of what it takes to roll out new products onto shelf space, let alone a brand-new
industry is a key piece to finalizing our Seed to Shelf support. We look forward to announcing
some exciting product placement news in the very near future.
Meanwhile all through May Marcus Hibbard not only expanded Wiesow’s reach to the east
coast but he also is finalizing manufacturing, processing and biomass contracts that are
designed to be integrated into the business model as a regenerative process to set up a first
year ROI and maintain YoY increase to meet the growing demands while providing fiscal
stability.
Our digital and viral hub is under development and will go live in June. Our current site remains
active, www.wiesow.com and a great way to learn more about us, please do stay tuned for an
upgrade to include education, resources, outreach, networking, business opportunities and
infotainment.

Wiesow – we know
Contact us at our office 503-468-0628 or contact Beth@wiesow.com or Marcus@wiesow.com or
Ian@wiesow.com
www.wiesow.com IG @wiesow_hemp FB @wiesow

